
Section 1-5 

Advertising and  
Consumer Decisions 



Advertising Purposes 
  Businesses advertise to influence 

consumers to buy their products 
  Product/Brand Awareness 
  Compare Products 
  Information 
  Entertain 



Brand Advertising 
  The purpose of brand advertising is to 

cause you to remember a particular brand 
name 
  Used to introduce new products 
  Used to reinforce consumer loyalty 

  (think Coke/Pepsi) 

 



Brand Advertising 
  Jingles 

  They entertain you so you remember the brand 
  Benefits of Brands 

  Help you identify quality 
 Costs of Brand Advertising 

  Advertising increases product costs 
  Shop around to evaluate options w/ non-

branded products 
 



Informative Advertising 
 Designed to influence you to buy a product 

by informing you of its benefits 
 Often used for complex/technical products 
 Don’t advertise downside of product and/or 

competitors product 



Comparative Advertising 
 Compares product to competitor 

  Designed to convince you to buy their product/
not competitors 

  Always slanted to the advertised product 
  Helps consumer evaluate best qualities of a 

product 
  Helps consumers evaluate competitor 

weaknesses 
 



Defensive Advertising 
 Response to claims made by other 

companies 
  Does not provide complete/balance picture of 

product 
  Use information provided to help evaluate 

alternatives 



Persuasive Advertising 
 Designed to appeal to emotions to 

influence you to buy 
  Doesn’t provide much useful information 
  Create in consumers a desire to own the 

product 
  It will make you happier, more successful, 

satisfied etc (cosmetic products) (Think gatorade/
nike/toothpaste etc.) 

  Advise to ignore them in decision making 



Advertising Benefits 
  Businesses believe advertising will help 

them earn a profit ($200 billion year spent) 
 Consumers pay for advertising indirectly 

(built into price of goods) 
 Consumers benefit from increased sales 

(lower prices) 
 Consumers benefit from information 

provided in making decisions 



  Advertising does not give a balanced 
perception of a product 
  Designed to make their product look good 

 Deceptive Advertising is deliberately 
designed to mislead consumers 



Deceptive Ads vs. Puffery 
  Deceptive Advertising 

is Illegal 
  Factually wrong 
  Government will 

intervene 
  Hard to enforce 

  Puffery is innocent 
exaggeration 

  Can be misleading 
but legal (50% off) 

  Don’t assume a 
“sale” is a “sale” 



Free Gifts 
 Courts rule that a gift is not “free” if you 

have to buy something else to receive it 



Protect Yourself 
  Always use the decision making process 

  Helps you make decisions in an organized, 
logical manner 

  Gather information 
  Evaluate choices 
  Consider alternatives 



Section 1-6 

Be a Responsible Consumer 



Consumers in Society 
  Your decisions impact the lives of others 
 We all share limited resources 

  think WWII rationing 
  Protect Public Safety 

  Cannot use resources/property in a way that 
will harm others 

 



Natural Resources 
  Limited 

  Not easily replaced 
  SUV’s 

  Use a lot of gas 
  Wear and tear on roads 
  Scarcer resources cost consumers more 

 Water 
  Want vs. need (think Phoenix/Vegas) 

  Use in moderation/don’t pollute 



Natural Resources 
  Forest Products 

  Trees 
  Oxygen 
  Animal habitat 

  Try recycling 
  Environment 

  Your decisions have an effect 
  Garbage-fills landfills/burning releases pollutants 
  Other Pollutants-destroy ozone/skin cancer 

increases 



Natural Resources-What You Can Do 
  Encourage businesses to operate in socially 

responsible way 
  Buy environmentally friendly products 

  Dispose of Waste Responsibly 
  Don’t pollute any more than necessary 
  Recycle what you can 
  Buy recycled products 
  Hazardous waste disposal 
  Obey smog alerts 

  Respect Others/Save resources for future 


